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The equipmeni available for numerically controlled plotting
and draughting is reviewed and certain devices described in
some detail. Several systems suited to the digitising of cartographic material exist, while the available plotters may be
classified broadly into three categories-those derived from
surveying and photogrammetric practice, those associated
with computer technology and a group designed substantially
for cartographic applications. Finally the various input and
output devices associated with cartographic digitising are
discussed with special emphasis on their storage capacity,
speed of operation and economy.

Numerically Controlled Methods of
Automatic Plotting and Draughting
G. Petrie
University of Glasgow

One of the most notable trends of the last decade has
been that towards the replacement, wherever possible, of
laborious manual methods or complex mechanical operations by those involving automatic control through the
utilisation of electronic digital techniques. This tendency
can be observed in the field of map making just as in nearly
all other fields of human activity. However, cartographic
source material is generally in a very compact graphical
form. If these new techniques are to be employed in
cartographic operations there is a need for devices to
convert the original graphical material to digital form, and
after processing, to convert digital data back to the final
map or chart.
It is the intention in this paper to review some of the
devices which have been introduced to perform these
operations. The emphasis has been laid deliberately on the
equipment side, for most of the new methods are of such
recent invention that experience with them is as yet rather
limited, and it is still too early to be able to assess with
any degree of confidence exactly what place these systems
will occupy in cartographic work where the requirements
vary enormously between one organisation and another.
It should also be realised that, unlike photogrammetric
plotting machines, where a vast amount of experience
has been gathered under widely different conditions and
several controlled comparative trials have taken place
under the auspices of independent bodies, graphical
digitising devices and numerically controlled plotters for
cartographic purposes have not been widely tested on such
a basis. That there is a need for such control~ed testing is
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obvious, but until it is forthcoming one must remain a
little uncertain as to whether claimed accuracies and
speeds are actually achieved and, when they are, with what
reliability and economy. With these reservations in mind
it is still instructive to see what equipment has been
designed and manufactured, to examine the principles of
operation and to discuss the various forms of output which
can result.
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC DEVELOPMENT

Most topographic cartographers have a fair knowledge
of the methods and equipment currently used by the
photogrammetrist. Nearly all involve the use of plotting
machines in which a model of the terrain being mapped is
created from overlapping aerial photographs and is measured very accurately to produce a plot of the planimetric
detail and contours of the whole area together with spot
heights wherever necessary. Such a highly-interpreted,
graphical output is an excellent base on which the topographic cartographer can carry out his own operations
towards the finished map, but it is limited by the precision
with which one can plot or scribe positions graphically
(±O.l mm) and it is a much less accurate output than
many of the more sophisticated photogrammetric plotting
machines are capable of in measurement. However, this
higher precision can definitely be used in surveying operations which the cartographer is perhaps less aware o~
especially where photogrammetry is being used to replace
or 'supplement a fairly high precision ground survey. Such
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the model (±O.Ol mm) is roughly ten times that required
of a graphical plot.

Figure 1. Metal disc as used in a rotary digitiser.

operations include aerial triangulation, coordination of
boundary pillars in land registration or cadastral work and
the measurement of longitudinal and cross profiles along
the lines of proposed roads. Here the required product is
a set of numerical coordinates rather than drawn lines or
plotted points-in other words a digital form of output is
wanted instead of the more usual analogue form. In this
case the order of precision required in measurement of

Digitising Methods
Most high-precision photogrammetric plotting machines
are equipped with what amounts to a very accurate coordinatograph for scanning and measurement of the model,
in which the x, y and z movements are made through
very precisely manufactured spindles controlled by hand
wheels (for x and y) and a footwheel (in z). It was a fairly
simple step to equip such machines with drums to record
the number of revolutions and part of a revolution of each
spindle to give the coordinate values to the precision
required (±O.OI rom). However, the visual recording of
large numbers of points by· this method was time consuming and increased the possibility of errors in reading,
so that the next step has been to automate the process.
The metal disc of the drum may be duplicated by a second
disc of metal or glass carrying a pattern of patches which
is also·-mounted on the shaft; a typical arrangement is
that of the Hilger and Watts metal disc (Figure I). The
pattern is arranged so that different numerical values as
given by a binary code are read at different angular positions of the disc. These are monitored by a row of brushes,
each of which is connected to a wire. This will carry a
signal if the brush is in contact with a metal patch of the
disc and give no signal if it rests on an insulated patch.
With the alternative glass type, the disc is illuminated and
photo cells replace the brushes, the advantage being the
elimination of the friction and wear occurring between
brush and disc.
Simple circuits, normally in the form of plug-in printed
circuit boards and usually known collectively as an interface, can then be used to convert the binary coded signal
to give the measured coordinate values in a variety of
different forms. A direct visual display is possible but by

Figure 2. Wild AS Autograph with EK-5 Coordinate Readout System.
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Figure 3. Ahrend-Wild Decograph."

itself would be of little value because of the lack of a
permanent record, so that the usual output is typewritten
by a suitably modified teleprinter unit or electric typewriter. While this is a permanent record of the values
measured it does not lend itself to further processing either
in punched card data processing equipment or in an
electronic digital computer. Therefore, other interfaces
have been devised to allow direct recording of the coordinate
values of measured points on punched cards or on paper
tape. Since more information is essential, especially as to
the identity of the point measured, its inclusion on the
punched cards or tape is also made possible through a
data entry console. These various output devices as applied
to the Wild AS plotter in the EK-5 Coordinate Readout
System may be seen in Figure 2.

Plotting Requirements
With aerial triangulation, a great deal of effort goes into
the processing, computation and adjustment of the .measured values, using either desk calculators or digital
computers. This does not concern the cartographer since
no map results directly from these operations. In cadastral
work a very different situation exists-numerical
coordinates are required but so also is an accurate plan.
However, both may be provided simultaneously by measurement in the plotting machine, the pencil- of the
machine's coordinatograph accurately plotting the position
graphically while the coordinate registration devices record
the digital values to the higher precision. Sometimes the
recorded coordinates will be processed further or subjected
to a mathematical transformation, in' which case the
graphical plotting of the point positions can only be
carried out later". Manual plotting has been traditional,
but obvious!¥.i~-automatic system offers great advantages
of economy, speed, and avoidance of plotting errors.
When one comes to consider large scale engineering plans
for highway work still another situation exists. A precise
plot of planimetry and contours is required, but very
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accurate longitudinal and cross profiles along the proposed road lines are needed also, to determine the volume
of cut and fill, etc. as this will have a decisive influence on
the location, design and cost of the road which is finally
constructed. In making an assessment of these various
possible solutions, the engineer will require a graphical
representation (i) of the measured profiles and (ii) of the
related design parameters of the proposed road. It is
impossible in most photogrammetric machines to plot
the former during measurement, while the plotting of the
latter can only take place after the analysis in an electronic
computer. So again it is necessary to have a device which
will plot graphically from the computer output data which
will normally be in the form of punched cards or tape.
Another photogrammetric development which leads in
the same direction is the use of analytical methods where
the ground coordinates of individual points are derived
from measurements in a stereo comparator and subsequent
computation in a digital computer, and no graphical plot
results as with a plotting machine. Finally, although
most base maps are now compiled photogrammetrically,
the traditional orthogonal and polar methods of the land
surveyor are still used where scales are very large and
accuracy requirements very high and these have to be
plotted out to give the final plan.!

Plotting Devices
To meet these various needs several numerically controlled coordinatographs have been produced in which the
process of digitising the normal graphical output already
described is reversed. The output punched cards or tapes
are read to give signals to servo motors which drive the
x and y carriages of a precision coordinatograph to plot
points graphically. The leading European photo grammetric factories. have all produced such devices, includ#lg
Officine Galileo (030M Electronic Plotting Table)23,
Wild (The Decograph, in conjunction with Ahrend)
(Figure 3) and Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen (the Coordimat).
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Figure 4. Coordimat Automatic Coordinatograph, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen.

Basically these units utilise the large, mechanically-driven
coordinatographs developed for these firms' first order
photogrammetric plotting machines. The x and y movements made during model scanning and measurement in
the machines are normally transmitted through two drive
shafts to actuate the x and y spindles of the co.ordinatograph table. Sets of gears are incorporated to allow enlargement or reduction of the scale between machine and
table.
An example of this type of numerically controlled
automatic coordinatograph is the Zeiss Coordimat (Figure
4) described by Schwidefsky and Brucklacher4• Basically
there are three elements in this equipment-the coordinatograph (in this case the unit designed for the C8 Stereo-

Figure 5. Coordimat plotting head with point and symbol plot.

planigraph), a control unit and an IBM 024 read-in/readout card punch. This last device can either receive signals
from the control unit, read them and punch the corresponding cards, or, more usually in this system, read the cards
placed in its read-out device to give electrical signals to
the control unit. Here the coordinate values are stored and
compared with the position of the plotting point by a
coincidence unit mounted on the table. Normally the two
will' not agree, in which case the x and y differences are
used to produce voltages which are amplified to drive
separate x and y servo motors attached to the spindles of
the x and y carriages. The coincidence unit continually
compares the position of the plotting point with the stored
values.until they coincide, when the input voltages are cut
off and movement stops. The plotting point (which may
be a pencil or a steel needle) then plots the position, the
values in the store are erased and the next card is inserted
in the reader. An interrogation device in the control unit
transmits the coordinate information to the store and the
cycle starts again to plot the next point.
The plotting pencil rotates as it drops and plots, a small
attachment simultaneously drawing a circle around the
point. A more elaborate plotting head (Figure 5) has been
produced incorporating both scribing or tracing points
and a printing device. With this a point can be plotted
with circles of different diameter around it and alongside
is printed a four- or five-digit point number previously
recorded on the punched card. It is interesting to note
that the Coordimat may also be used to determine coordinates from existing maps and plans. For this it utilises
a projector head with a ground glass screen and setting
mark and a small control·box with two buttons controlling
the x and y servo motors to obtain coincidence of the
setting mark and the actual point to be coordinated. The
values are recorded on punched cards on the IBM 024 unit.
These photogrammetric coordinatograph tables and the
mechanical transmission systems used in them are very
strongly built because of the considerable loads placed on
them by the machines' mechanical transmission system
63
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and the high precision required in the photogrammetnc
work on which they are normally employed. The very
considerable experience gained over a long period with a
large number of such tables makes one say quite confidently
that there can be no 0bjection to their use in cartographic work, from. the point of view of accuracy. In a
suitable environment (air-conditioned and temperaturecontrolled rooms) and with skilled handling they can
attain the highest possible positional precision obtainable
in graphical work (±0.05 mm) with a high repeatability
of results. The heavy construction means, however, that
the plotting speed is fairly slow, e.g. the Ahrend-Wild
Decograph has a travelling speed of 16 mm/sec. between
points using 1: 1 gears. With an average point separation
of 4 em. these tables are reported to achieve plotting rates
of 300 to 400 points per hour. Such plotting speeds and
the requirements for point plotting mean that relatively
slow and inexpensive reading devices are sufficient for the
input signals, e.g. twelve characters per second with the
Creed Model 92, Mark III punched tape reader utilised
in the Decograph.
Basically these systems described above are intended as
high accuracy point plotters for control and cadastral
nets or for engineering purposes. There is seldom any
need for these instruments to plot continuous lines as
these are normally provided in the preceding photogrammetric operations. This type of system, which has been
evolved by the European photogrammetric factories, is
summarised in Figure 6.
American Practice
In the United States, the rather simpler and less expensive
optical projection plotting machines such as the Kelsh and
Balplex Plotters are in use in great numbers, and these pose
greater problems in digitising for there are no carriages,
drive shafts or handwhee1s, plotting being executed by a
measuring table moving freely under manual control on a
flat reference surface. The first step in digitising this arrangement is to mount a light coordinatograph such as the
Auto-trol equipment (Figures 7 and 8) on the plotting surface. This employs a rack and pinion coordinatograph, the
rotation of the pinion shaft on one track generating pulses
in a special encoder which allows a visual display of the
coordinate values. These are simultaneously recorded on
an electric typewriter or punched paper tape. The z-

Figure 7. Auto-trol Corporation Model 3800 Digitising

System, mounted on Ke1sh-type plotter.

coordinate must also be measured and this has a separate
encoder recording the vertical movements of the plotter's
measuring table simultaneously with those for the x and
y coordinates.
An entirely different way of producing x, y and z coordinates for individual points is that produced by Electronic
Associates Inc. (EAI) for the Keuffel and Esser Co. The
coordinatograph values are read using a wire-wound
mandrel which acts as a potentiometer. If a voltage is
applied across the mandrel, the ouput depends on the
distance from the end of the mandrel to a sliding contact
driven by the plotting table. This can be measured by a
voltmeter which converts the analogue voltage to digital
form to record the coordinate value on punched cards. A
special Veeder-Root counter is mounted on the measuring
table for the measurement of the z-component and its
input on the cards. Many devices of a similar type for use
with Kelsh and Balplex plotters are made by BensonLehner, Data Instruments, Wang Laboratories, etc. Other
devices by these various manufacturers have the more
restricted aim of providing only distance and height values
(i.e. x and z only) for the measurement and construction of
cross sections. Plotting of the processed output data from
these American optical projection machines appears mainly
to be carried out in the high speed computer graph plotters
which are widely available in the United States and will
be discussed later. It should be remembered, however,
that the precision of the output data from these optical
machines is generally rather lower than that of a first
order, European type, machine. Nor is there the requirement for the extreme positional accuracy of many European
cadastral systems which is the concern of so many surveying agencies in Europe.
CARTOGRAPHIC POSSIBILITIES

Figure 6. Photogrammetrically-based plotting system.
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It is quite apparent that with little modification, the
digitising devices described above can be applied directly
to purely cartographic work. This applies especially to
the light coordinatograph designs devised for use with the
Kelsh and Balplex Plotters. These are just as readily
placed on the draughting table or light table on which an
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Figure 8. Auto-trol Digitising System on Zeiss C8
Stereoplanigraph.

existing map or transparency may be mounted, so allowing
ready digitising of any position or feature plotted. In the
Electronic Associates' design described above, if the plotting
machine measuring table with its z-counter is 4etached
and replaced by a plotting cursor with a fine dot, it is
immediately converted for digitising existing cartographic
material. A typical use would be to take off information
which can be processed and then replotted after analysis
to' compile thematic maps.
Figure 9. Grafacon Model 1010, Data Equipment Co.

Line Digitising Systems
Nearly all the systems so far described are concerned
with the digitising of the coordinates defining single
positions or a series of individual positions at intervals
along a line. This is carried out to a high degree of precision and a considerable amount of additional information
describing the position may be added to the punched cards
or tape via the keys of a control unit. This is not, however,
a suitable system for digitising the enormous length of line
representing planimetric detail and contours on a medium
to small scale topographic map. Furthermore, the output
devices-typewriter, card punch or paper tape punchcould hardly cope with the millions of coordinate positions
required to describe every point lying along every line.
However, the problem is not one confined to the carto.•
graphic world; it occurs wherever there is a need to analyse
the lines shown on accurate drawings or on graphs, ob.•
tained from the myriad types of graphical recorder in
use in industrial, commercial and scientific work.
One device which achieves this digitising of essentially
graphical records is the Rand Tablet, developed by T. O.
Ellis of the Rand Corporation and now utilised in the
Grafacon Model 1010 (Figure 9) manufactured by the
Data Equipment Company, Santa Ana, California. The
essential parts of the equipment are a writing surface, an
electronic pencil or stylus and the associated electronics.
The writing surface has a 0.5 mil Mylar sheet as its base
and this is coated on both sides with copper 0.6 mils thick
etched out to produce a printed circuit on each side. The
upper circuit is made up of the x position lines which give
the y coordinates, the lower having the y position lines
giving the x values. The resolution of these lines is 0.01

inch so that for an area of 10.24 X 10.24 inches there are
1,024 parallel position lines in each coordinate direction.
Therefore, the Grafacon can distinguish 1,0242= 1,000,000
individual positions on the writing surface. The coordinate
position of an individual point is located by touching it
with the electronic stylus. This picks up a sequence of
pulses indicating the x and y coordinates. If the stylus
is moved, a different pulse pattern is sensed indicating a
new position.
Each cycle of pulses lasts 220 Jlsecs (1/4,545 sec.). For
the first 180Jl seconds the stylus is picking up the bits
from the tablet; for the last 40Jl seconds of the cycle the
tablet is quiescent. The rate of acquisition of data is
therefore 4,500 points (defined by x and y coordinates)
per second. Since there are 1,024 position lines in each
direction, it means that there are 1,024 possible coordinate
values at intervals of 0.01 inch for the x direction and an
equal number in y. Ten bits or binary digits are therefore
required to record all possible x coordinate values (21°=
1,024) and twenty to define a point position without
ambiguity. Only one bit will change value with each wire
position.
The pulses picked up from the screen are passed on to
the control electronics where they are converted to the
corresponding binary values. These are compared with the
previous binary values one bit at a time. If the old and
new values differ by more than one bit in either x or y,
a 'validity toggle' indicates that the pen has moved over
more than one line during the 220Jl sec. cycle. Since this
represents a speed of measurement of 0.02 inch in 1/4,500
sec.=20 inches/second, it is extremely unlikely to occur in
65
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Figure 10. d-Mac Ltd Pencil Follower.

cartographic work. Different interface electronics will
allow the binary signals to be recorded on magnetic tape
or on punched cards' or paper tape. The interval and the
rate of read-out must be dependent on the type of output
device employed; obviously with the two latter media only
individual point positions or a series taken at specific
intervals controlled by a timer could be recorded. The
Graphacon is obviously of great interest to cartographers.
Its resolution and accuracy of 0.01 inch (0.2 mm) is quite
acceptable for most purposes. The main limitation at
present is the restriction of the writing surface to an area
10.24 x 10.24 inches, though this could obviously be
extended by accurate gridding of a larger size of base sheet
into lOx 10 inches (or smaller) squares.
A second stylus-input system with basically the same
purpose as the Graphacon but operating on a rather
different principle is the Pencil Follower produced by
d-Mac Ltd of Glasgow. 5 Again there are the three
basic units-a writing surface, an electronic pen and the
associated electronics (Figure 10). The writing surface is a
vinyl-covered aluminium table on which the map is placed.
Below the table is a detector head mounted on a trolley
which can travel along a carriage in the x-direction. The
carriage itself can travel in the y-direction. The signals
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Figure 11. Tracing Stylus and Detector Head of the d-Mac
Pencil Follower.
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from the stylus point, which produces a magnetic field
generated by an AC field coil, are picked-up by the sensor
coils in the detector head (Figure 11) and transmitted by
cable to servo motors. These drive the trolley and the
carriage so that the detector head is always accurately
positioned below the point of the stylus. The coordinate
positions are obtained by reading off the shaft rotatio~s
by a shaft digitiser in a similar way to that employed m
photogrammetric machines. The binary coded signals are
sent to the electronics console where a decoder produces a
visual display of two four-digit numbers. Since the standard
table size is 40 inches (99.99 cm) in x and 18 inches
(45.00 em) in y and the resolution is 0.01 cm (or 0.1 ~)
this means that fourteen bits (214= 18,384) are reqwred
to record all possible x values and thirteen (213=8,192) for
all values of y, making 27 bits in all to define a single point
position. Almost 45,000,000 points may be defin~d on ~he
standard size of writing table. The accuracy WIth which
these positions are measured depends on the plotting speed.
A standard error of ±0.2 rom (0.01 inch) is claimed for
tracing speeds of 1 inch/sec. (2.5 em/sec.) but this will rise
to ±1.0 mm at a speed of 4 inches/sec. (10 cm/set.).
The former speed is quite adequate for map tracing and
the accuracy compatible with it meets the most exacting
standards of cartographers.
While signals may be generated at a very high rate, the
actual reading and recording rate will depend on the
output device employed with the Pencil.F~llower. Stand~rd
interfaces which may be incorporated WIthin the electromcs
console are available for an IBM Electric Typewriter, IBM
024 card punch, Creed, Facit or Westrex Teletype paper
tape punches and various magnetic tape units. Except
for the last it is obvious that a footswitch or timer must be
employed to limit selectively the number of signals recorded.
Recently especially enlarged versions of the Pencil
Follower have been produced specifically for cartographic
purposes, including two with a table size of 48 x 48 inches
for the Canadian Department of Forestry and Natural
Resources for the digitising of map data on land utilisation
and its recording on magnetic tape as part of a 'data-bank'
for computer processing.
. ...
A third system which has been' developed for digltlSIng
the lines on a map is that devised by Concord Control Inc.,
Boston, U.S.A., and employed in the models E-66 and E-94
Graphics Recorders. Again a stylus is used, but in this case
it is mechanically coupled to an optical head which therefore allows an identical path when tracing. Below the head,
which contains a light source, is a finely ruled grating with
both x and y position lines. Any movement of the head
across the lines is measured by photo cells which generate
electrical pulses for every 0.005 inch movement on eit~er
axis. The E-66 model built for the U.S. Army Map SerVIce
has a writing surface of 30 x 30 inches and a claimed accuracy of ±0.005 inch (±0.1 mm) in coordinating single
points. For this work punched paper tape or punched
cards are used, but to handle the large volume of data
required to record the positions of continuous lines given
by contours, coast lines, communication systems, etc. a
magnetic tape recorder is obviously essential. A separate
keyboard allows the entry of point numbers or other de-

scriptive information at the appropriate time via a special
purpose controller unit, while a magnetic core memory
acts as a buffer store before the coordinate information is
fed to the output unit. The data recorded on the tapes
will, of course, need processing in a computer before it
can be used in more selective or generalised form to
compile derived topographic or thematic maps. In Concord's
newer E-94 Recorder (Figure 12)the special purpose system
for control and recording has been replaced by one of the
new small low-cost general purpose computers (such as the
Digital Equipment Corporation's PDP-8). This is connected on line so that the system consists of the digitising
table, the digital computer and its own devices such as
a paper tape reader/punch or magnetic tape unit.
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Figure 13. Incremental drum-type graph plotter.

Figure 12. Concord Control Graphic Data Digitiser, Model E-94.

Graph Plotters

As already pointed out, the problems of graphical to
digital translation and the processing of the information
in a computer have already been met in many other fields
where essentially graphical recording equipment is used
in conjunction with measuring instruments. Equally
familiar is the graphical replotting of the derived output
data. Many varied data plotters exist, for a single graphical
record is often more meaningful and useful than the great
number of figures recorded on yards of print-out paper to
provide the equivalent numerical information. However,
having been designed for quite different purposes, most
of these do not meet the needs of the topographic or atlas
cartographer.
Many are of the incremental type, not unlike computer
output line printers, with a plotting pen designed for
measurement along a fixed y-axis while the paper is moved
past it over a drum at right angles in the x direction. This
is the arrangement in the Calcomp units used in the ICT
1934 and IBM 1627 plotters. This mode of operation
(Figure 13) is designed especially for plotting graphs,
charts, etc. In most of these plotters the increments applied
successively to the pencil may only be applied along the
x or y axes or the diagonals between them so that the plotted
curve has a saw-tooth appearance and a smoothing line
through the resultant point positions must be applied later.
Compared with the coordinatographs usually employed
in cartographic work the speeds used are very high in order

to be compatible with the output of even the smaller,
slower computers in use today. Typical of the Calcomp
and Benson-Lehner plotters are increments in x and y of
0.01 inch (0.2 rom), which, with speeds of 18,000 steps
per minute, amounts to a 180 inches (15 feet) per minute
plotting speed of a continuous line. It is obvious that such
speeds, combined with the incremental, rotating drum
design, result in a relatively low accuracy by photogrammetric or cartographic standards. However, this does not
rule out the use of such plotters for -the production of
maps of the thematic type where there is no requirement
for the high accuracy which is the concern of most topographic agencies or atlas houses. Tobler6 and others have
given examples of this work which includes the plotting
of statistical information, weather charts, profiles for
engineering, road designs, regional planning maps, geophysical data and other varied types of distribution maps.
The ultra-longitudinal (1 X 120 feet or 2.5 X 120 feet)
format and moving drum design is a disadvantage even to
non -cartographic users, especially when plotting on a preprinted sheet is required. Therefore, flatbed machines with
x and y slides similar to those in cartographic coordinatographs have also been built for computer output. These give
somewhat increased accuracy but often a very small format
(e.g. 11 X 18 inches) is used and speeds comparable to those
of the drum type (18,000 steps per minute) are employed
resulting in what is still a rather low accuracy. A rather
larger and more accurate version of this type of plotter is
that produced by d-Mac Ltd (Figure 14). To allow the
high speeds required, the x and y slides are comparatively
lightly built and the plotting device and its carriages are
moved by servo-driven, rotating heads working through a
system of wires and pulleys. However, such plotters are
of importance to cartographers. For example, the E.A.I.
Data Plotter and the Benson-Lehner Electroplotter have
been used quite extensively for the plotting of photogrammetric profiles for engineering work measured in Kelsh
plotters as already described. Other plotting tasks include
the positioning of soundings in river and coastal hydrographic surveys and the construction of isobars on a preprinted small scale map. The speed of plotting will depend
on whether point plots or continuous line plots are re67
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Figure 14. d-Mac Ltd Graphplotter.

quired and" on the reading and operating speeds of the
input devices used. Utilising a high speed punched tape
reader or magnetic tape unit, 110 individual points per
minute can be plotted with a maximum distance of 1 inch
(25 cm) between successive points. For point plotting
an absolute positional accuracy of ±0.OI5 to 0.020 inches
(±0.4 to 0.5 mm) is claimed with a repeatability of ±0.005
inch (±O.I mm) for any individual point. Still higher
accuracies combined with rapid plotting rates are claimed
for the Auto-trol Model 6300 Plotter (Figure 15). For line
plotting all of these instruments draw a series of straight
lines between points; if the increments between the
individual points recorded are small enough the line will
appear to be smooth and curving. A somewhat lower
accuracy of ±0.03 to 0.05 inches (±0.8 to 1.2 mm)
depending on the plotting speed will be achieved in this
mode.
Cartographic Coordinatographs
To some extent the discussion so far has been concerned
with two extremes as far as plotting is concerned. At one
end of the scale are the heavy, slow-speed, high-accuracy
plotting devices derived from photogrammetric practice
which will meet all the possible accuracy requirements of
cartographers, but which are basically point plotters and
are not especially suited to the drawing of continuous lines.
The other extreme is represented by the lightweight, highspeed, point and line plotters derived from computer
technology which can cope with the tremendous data flow
produced by computer processing or by the need to plot
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the continuous lines which principally concern cartographers. They do this, however, at the cost of somewhat
lower accuracy than is acceptable for many cartographic
operations.
The middle ground, so to speak, between these groups
is occupied by a series of units designed and constructed
by the traditional suppliers of coordinatographs to the ,
cartographic industry-the German and Swiss firms of
Dennert and Pape (Aristo), Haag Streit and Coradi. These
units are designed with the cartographer in mind and have
been built with the assistance and experience of organisations dealing in numerical control systems for machine
tools, e.g. Contraves with Haag Streit and the Norwegian
Central Institute for Industrial Research with Dennett
and Pape. The traditional, manually-operated, rectangular
coordinatographs of the three firms us~ basically the same
measuring system, with precision scales whose values can
be changed by utilising a series of moveable tapes. Both
the x and y rails also have precision toothed racks into
which pinions engage; the rotary movement of these turn
graduated circular dials to give the fine reading.
The first attempts (e.g." 7) to adapt those standard coordinatographs for numerically controlled automatic plot;ring involved replacing the precision dials by servo motors
which acted on signals from a control system which was
fed the input data via a punched tape reader. The servo
motors then drove the x and y axes till the plotting head
was set in the required position. A typical adaptation is
the Haag Streit Coordinatograph modified by the Aero
Service Corporations. More recently, units designed from
the outset as automatic plotting systems have appeared
from all three of the manufacturers in the form of the
Contraves/Haag Streit Programme Controlled Coordinatograph, the Aristomat and the Coradomat.
The first comprises four main units-a data input/
output device, a small digital computer, a control unit
and a 1,200 X 1,200 rom Haag Streit plotting table The
plotting data is first fed into the Contraves computer
via the reader. The computer is programmable, e.g. for
1st to 3rd degree interpolation of straight or curved lines,
but it can also be used off-line for more complex computations such as coordinate transformation and rotation. The
digital output data from the computer passes to the control
unit where it is used to produce voltages which are amplified to actuate servo motors which drive the x and y

Figure 15. Auto-trol Model 6300 Plotter.
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carriages to posItIon the plotting head. An automatic
pricker with a symbol printing device can be used for
plotting individual points whilst a drawing head with
Rapidograph or scribing points may be used for continuous
lines.
The system will accept inputs of 0.01 rom but the
accuracy of point plotting is ±0.06 rom. The maximum
p~icking speed is 60 points per minute at an average
distance of 2 em and the maximum drawing speed is
80 rom/sec. The accuracies attainable are therefore akin
to the photogrammetrically-based units, while the plotting
and drawing speeds are considerably higher, though still
appreciably below those of normal computer graph plotters.
This means in turn that much faster readers must be
provided for the introduction of data and so the Contraves/
Haag Streit system utilises the 500 characters/second
Omnitronics or Elliot punched tape readers.
The corresponding Coradomat and Aristomat units
which have similar plotting speeds, eliminate the small
computer although they retain interpolator units in
their control units. In principle, therefore, they adhere
to the system of the Zeiss Coordimat already described.
The Coradomat is being used for the plotting of cadastral
networks and engineering profiles by the Rijkswaterstaat
Survey Service in the Netherlands and by the Survey of
Israel.
Many manual Aristo, Haag Streit and Coradi coordinatographs have been used for the accurate drawings required
in the optical, mechanical engineering, shipbuilding,
aircraft and electrical industries. It is certain that some of
the stimulus to the automation of these coordinatographs
has come from these users where numerically controlled
machines and tools are now becoming fairly common. Data
tapes prepared for such machines can be tested and proven
for completeness, accuracy, shape, etc. on the automatic
coordinatograph before being applied to actual production.
Whatever the reason for their development, the advent of
this last group of numerically controlled coordinatographs
offers considerable possibilities to the cartographic industry
combining as they do quite rapid plotting speeds with high
positional accuracy.
The provision of a special small computer for the Contraves/Haag Streit unit raises several points for discussion.
In a large mapping organisation a standard, medium to large
digital computer may already be in use either within the
organisation itself or by hiring time on·an available machine.
This is especially likely in topographic survey offices
where an immense amount of calculation is involved in
the computation and adjustment of control and level
nets, aerial .triangulation, etc. With this situation it is
obviously possible with the general computer to do all
the processing of the digital coordinate information which
may be necessary for plotting. However, with smaller
organisations, and especially those on the purely cartographic side, there is little need for calculation or processing
of data so that the investment in a fairly large, general
purpose computer is not called for and would be, in any
case, frequently beyond the organisation's financial resources. Also with little call for calculation, there may be
little expertise or experience in mathematical analysis
or computer programming among the staff members

Figure 16. Cartimat II, Carl Zeiss; lena.

and this, is a major factor in deciding whether to adopt
automatIc methods or not. The adoption of a miniature
high-speed, general-purpose machine such as the PDP-8
or the building of a small, purpose-built, digital computer
for use ,with an automatic coordinatograph therefore
makes qwte good sense to many cartographic organisations.
Such a step is not too great especially when a series of
standard programmes for interpolation of lines and curves
transformations, etc. can be supplied. The investment i~
also relatively modest and the small computer may be an
excellent ~ial horse by which expertise and experience
may ,b~ gaIned before launching out into something more
sophistIcated. For other organisations, the provision of
an additional small computer makes no sense at all and
here the alternative approach of a simplified system with
~ data, reader, control unit and plotting coordinatograph
IS ObVIouslymore suitable. The selection as to which
approach should be followed must obviously depend on
the situation present in each individual organisation.
. Two, other well-~own factories, having strong connectlons WIththe geodetICworld, obviously have had these considerations very much in mind when they entered the field
of numerically controlled plotting. The first is the major
su~vey and ph~togrammetric instrument factory of Carl
ZeISS,Jena, which announced its Cartimat system at the
Lei~zig Spring Fair of 19669• This is available in a variety
of different forms to suit the needs of individual organisa-

Figure 17. Integrated cartographic plotting system.
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Figure 18. Concord Control Precision Digital Coordinatograph System, Model E-51.

tions. The simplest and least expensive is the Cartimat .1
which has the usual input/output device, a control unit
and a 900 X 1,200 nun plotting coordinatograph which is
not a modified photogranunetric table. The Cartimat I
is designed for the measurement and automatic recording
of points on punched tape or cards and for the plotting
of individual points. This suits, for example, the larger
survey organisation with good computing facilities and a
main interest in point plotting for control nets or cadastral
work. To produce the Cartimat II (Figure 16) a special
interpolator for the plotting of lines and curves is added
to the basic equipment, while, with the Cartimat III, there
is a custom-built, small digital computer with much the
same function as that supplied with the Contraves-Haag
Streit system.
The second company is the West German firm of Zuse
which constructs a range of small and medium sized
computers, some of which have been designed with surveying and geodetic work very much in mind, which has
led to their extensive use by surveying organisations in
West Germany and elsewhere. Naturally, considering the
parentage, the Zuse Graphomat Z64 is designed for use
with a computer; the Zuse Z35 which is particularly
recommended for the purpose being of rather larger
capacity than the units already mentioned. It is, however,
possible to use the Graphomat off-line with a rather
different input system. Both small (550 x 600 nun) and
large (1,200 X 1,400 nun) versions of the Graphomat have
been built.
70

Integrated Systems
The most recent step has been to evolve an integrated
system which will combine most of the features which
have been discussed so far. As to whether it is desirable
to do this will be answered in the light of a particular
organisation's requirements. Some organisations need
principally an automatic point plotter for points digitised
in the photogrammetric process, in which case the provision of a special digitising device or of an elaborate
control device for controlling curve plotting makes little
sense. Others have quite different problems for which
some form of integrated system will give an acceptable
solution. The American firm of Concord Control Inc. of
Boston has already constructed two such systems-the
E-51 for the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office10 and the
newer Mark 8. The outline of these systems is given in
Figure 17.
The digitising device, the E-94 Graphics Recorder
(Figure 12) has already been mentioned and this acts as
the starting point of the Concord systems with recording
of points on punched cards or tape and of continuous lines
on magnetic tape. If necessary, any editing or processing
of this information can be performed on a general purpose
computer, in which case new output tapes will be generated.
In the E-51 system (Figure 18) either these or the original
tapes may be used as input to the so-called Director. This
is a small special-purpose digital control device, capable
of some further processing, but, more particularly, of
controlling the sequence of operations and the paths of
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different plotting devices. In the newer Mark 8 system,
the control element is one of the new, small, higher-speed,
general-purpose,
digital computers, which allows the
operating instructions to be read in from programme
control tapes in the same way as the coordinate data. This
increases the flexibility of operation as the system can be
changed from one type of operation to another by merely
reading in a new tape.
Both systems utilise as their plotting equipment the
strongly-built, 8 x 8 feet, Concord coordinatograph, with
servo-driven lead screws and a working surface of 60 X 60
inches on which paper, plastic or photographic material
may be held by a vacuum. This massive construction is
necessary to maintain high accuracy when using a large
gantry on which a series of different plotting heads can be
mounted. One of these can carry a number of standard
tools such as scribing points, pencils, pricking points,
microscopes, etc., but more elaborate heads can be used
to print names and symbols on the sheet under instruction
from the Director unit which also ensures their correct
positioning. A mechanical print head will print up to ten
numerical digits or letters or a series of symbols on paper
or plastics, while' the alternative projector head does the
same directly on to photographic sheet film. This can be
done under instruction from the computer by positioning
and then composing a name from a 70 mm film magazine
in the head or else by a single exposure from 70 mm films
prepared previously on a photo lettering machine. Lines
can also be exposed photographically by changing to a
photoscribe head which has seven different single line
widths and various sets of double or multiple lines. A
shutter can be used to produce dotted or pecked lines.
Concord had previously built a system for the U.S.
Army Map Service wholly concerned with the automatic
positioning and exposure of names. One unit consists ~f
an electric typewriter on which details of the name with
its type style and size are recorded both on th~ typescript
paper and on punched paper tape. Associated with this is
a coordinatograph (Figure 19) on which the operator can
position a viewing head over a compilation to produce· a
second tape giving the exact position and orientation of the
names. The first tape is used to generate a 70 rom film
strip of the names and this, together with second position
tape, is utilised in a second massive coordinatograph
equipped with a projection head for the exposure of names,
symbols, titles and numbers on positive photographic film.
This experience has obviously been utilised in the later
E-51 system, where the name placement and exposure is
carried out on the coordinatograph which executes the
point and line plotting.
The second project to couple as many of the possibilities
for numerical control of different stages of the cartographic
process into a single system is that proposed for the
Cartographic Department of the Clarendon Press, Oxford 11.
The starting point of this system is the d-Mac Pencil
Follower device already described (Figure 10) where both
positional and descriptive information about individual
points is recorded on punched cards, while the necessary
line information, e.g. regarding coast lines, contours,
roads, etc., is recorded on magnetic tape. This information
may be processed in a general purpose computer, but a

Figure 19. Concord Control Automatic Type Placement

System, Model CPC-l.

control unit could also be provided which would allow the
cartographer to select what information on the tapes or
cards should be re-plotted and how it should be recorded.
A 1,000 X 1,400 mm coordinatograph has been designed
to operate by photographically exposing lines and symbols
on a polyester-based, photographic film. Like the Concord
system a name placement unit is also provided. The
punched cards are used to prepare a 70 mm film which is
placed in a second smaller plotting table controlled by an
I.B.M. card reader. A projector head is moved automatically
to the correct position where the operator can, if necessary,
manually override the automatic control for slight readjustments of the position before the exposure is made on
printing-out paper. Messrs d- Mac Ltd indicate that while
the digitising device and name placement projector unit
have been completed and are under trial it has been decided
not to proceed with the completion of the coordinatograph
unit for the plotting and exposure of lines and symbols.
INPUT/OUTPUT

DEVICES

Reference has been made frequently throughout this
discussion to the input and output devices associated with
digitising and plotting systems, and it will be apparent
that these are vital for the speed of operation and the
capacity of the system. Although digital computers use
a large number of different input, output and storage devices,
including optical and magnetic print readers, microsecond
clocks, magnetic cards, drums and discs, line printers,
cathode ray tubes and xeronic printers, those concerned
with plotting and draughting use one of the three most
commonly used forms of storing data-punched
cards,
punched paper tape and magnetic tape. Whichever is
used, the function of the input unit is to convert patterns
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Figure 20. IBM punched card coding.

of holes ~r spots contained on the card or tape into a pattern
of electncal pulses to actuate the appropriate electronic
cir~ts governing ~e plotting device. With the output
urnt the procedure IS reversed, the electrical pulses being
converted into patterns of holes or spots.
Punched Cards
A typical punch card is that shown in Figure 20. It has
twelve v:rtical rows with eighty places in each, providing
960 possIble places where a hole may be punched or not.
I~ therefore .contains 960 yes/no possibilities or 960 binary
bItS. If deCIDlalnumbers are being employed, as is frequently the case with these cards, one decimal digit can
be accommodated in a single column. This allows one
e~g?ty-digit decimal number or, for example, ten eightdigft numbers to be punched on a single card for the
recording of the position of one or more points. Letters
as well as numbers can also be recorded or stored, utilising
the surplus two rows beyond the ten used for the decimal
n~bers . in conjunction with the numerical places for
~hetr coding. These are used in place name recording, e.g.
ill the name placement unit of the d-MacjOxford system.
~andpunching of card~ is comparatively slow, even by a
skilled operator, who WIll be capable of punching 250
to 500 cards per hour or from 4 to 8 per minute. Since
each punched card has 80 numbers or letters, this means
that 320 to 640 characters per minute are being punched
or between 5 to 10 characters per second.
The lffi!ting of ~ card punch as an output to a photogranunetrlc machme or a graphic digitising device for
coordinate registration will speed up the recording rate
enormously. The I.B.M. 024 card punch already mentioned
has .a maximum punching rate of 110 cards per minute,
eqUIvalentto 8,000 characters per minute or 140 characters
per second. This is quite rapid; other card punches used
with digitising devices have lower rates of 80 to 90 characters per second. If the punch card device is used as a reader
or input to a graphical plotting device the speed is about
double that achieved in the output mode or about 250
to 300 characters per second.
From the storage point of view, the cards have much
merit with a large storage format, and a permanent, if
bulky, record. Any error is easily detected and it is also
easy to replace the offending card. Sophisticated and
expensive card readers with speeds of up to 1,400 charac72

ters per second are in use as peripheral equipment to
large computers, but the less expensive types used in
cartographic work are quite compatible with the operating
speeds of many of the units which have been discussed.
Punched Tape
This is a much less bulky recording material than a card,
but equally it is less durable and more fragile. It is also
much more difficult to alter if a mistake is detected.
However, it is attractive in that it is a relatively low cost
system; a high-speed, paper tape punch may cost about
40 per cent and a reader 15 per cent of the cost of the
typical card punch combining both punching and reading
used in cartographic work.
~y n~mber or lette~ is recorded on the paper tape
USInga bmary system With holes representing the appropriate binary digit (or bit). A five track or five channel
tape (Figure 21) has a row of five possible positions where
a hole mayor may not be punched, allowing 25= 32
possible hole or no-hole combinations to be punched
across a row. Each of these 32 represents a character (i.e.
a number or letter) as represented by a key on a manually
operated keyboard or in a teleprinter machine. So the
keyb~ard is inscribed in normal decimal or alphabetical
notanon but there is an appropriate interface to convert
the signals to a binary notation for punching. Five track
paper tape has been widely used, but it is now tending to
be replaced by wider tapes allowing seven or eight tracks
to be punched simultaneously. These increase the number
of possible combinations of holes and spaces which can
be envisaged (27 = 128). This is attractive to many users
who wish to employ both lower case and capital letters (fiftytwo), d~cimal digits and a variety of other symbols, but
it is of less importance to cartographic users where the
emphasis is on numerical recording.
Punched tape output devices used in cartographic
applications have lower operating speeds than the equivalent
punched card equipment. A teleprinter unit used to give
a permanent visual record as well as a punched tape will
be limited to a rate of six to twelve characters per second.
However, this is quite compatible with the small amount
of data generated in aerial triangulation work. The Creed
25 tape punch, as used with the d-Mac Pencil Follower
has a maximum punching speed of twenty-five to ~
characters per second. Also suitable for the Pencil Follower
but at the opposite end of the scale, is the Westrex Teletype BRPE tape punch, capable of 110 characters per
second punching rate of an 800 foot reel of paper tape
TAB,
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Figure 21. Five-channel tape with a typical code.
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storing 10 characters per inch. This latter punch 0bviously allows faster operation or a greater density of
points to be recorded while tracing with the stylus, but
it costs twice as much as the slower speed punch.
Readers' used as input devices can vary similarly from
the very low cost of the Creed 92 reader, which is relatively
slow (12 characters per second), but nevertheless quite
compatible with the slow plotting speeds of the high
precision, photogrammetrically-derived,
plotting coordinatographs, to the high price of the Elliot photo-electric
readers capable of up to 500 or even 1,000 characters per
second input, equivalent to 100 inches of paper tape
containing ten characters per inch. This flow of information is appropriate, however, only to the high-speed graph
plotters previously discussed. For the most part one can
consider punched tape or punched card operations as
relatively equal as far as operational speeds and storage
for cartographic plotting are concerned. The other factors
of convenience, durability, cost, etc. have already been
discussed.

Magnetic Tape
With this medium one moves to an entirely different
and greater order of data storage capacity and speed of
operation as compared with the hole punching media,
but also, unfortunately, to a much greater order of cost.
For magnetic tape recording a reel of mylar material
coated with a thin film of iron oxide is used. This can be
magnetised by a writing head generating a magnetic
field to produce spots equivalent to the punched holes of
a paper tape. Like the latter the magnetic tape has a series
of parallel tracks, usually eight on a tape of half inch width.
The density of information which can be stored on a
magnetic tape is enormous. If a density of 200 characters
per inch is used, then nearly six million characters will be
accommodated on a reel 2,400 feet long. Speeds of reading
or recording are similarly high. Seventy-five inches per
second is not an exceptionally high speed for magnetic
tape operation, but even this is equivalent to 15,000
characters per second. However, to be compatible with
current computer speeds several hundred thousand characters per second may be read with some magnetic tape
units.
Looking at these figures from a cartographic plotting
point of view it is probable that the huge volume of data
storage is the more important factor, especially if one is
concerned with the vast number of coordinates needed to
record lines. At present, the high accuracy of plotting
required in most cartographic work is not compatible
with relatively rapid speeds in a numerically controlled
plotter, so that the ultra-high reading speeds offered by
some magnetic tape units are rather less important cartographically than the huge storage capacity. There is little
doubt that the use of a magnetic tape system increases
the capacity of a graphical digitising device or a numerically
controlled plotting system enormously, but it is also likely
to double or increase several fold the cost of the equipment.
This is likely to make the more limited storage media
much more attractive to many organisations, at least in the
first instance until more experience of digitising and plotting
has been gained.

CONCLUSION

This review of the field of numerically controlled
plotting and draughting is by no means an exhaustive one
-undoubtedly
some devices or systems have been excluded.
However, from the devices that have been discussed one
can see that this field can only increase in importance in
the future. Development on the technical side is likely to
be rapid, and for a glimpse of some of the possibilities
in computer graphics which are being developed, reference
should be made to the article by 1. E. Sutherland 12. If
experience in the closely related photogrammetric field
is any guide, customer acceptance of even the existing and
proven equipment and techniques is likely to be slow and
the newest developments actively resisted. Partly this is a
natural caution in investing considerable sums of money
in an unfamiliar and rapidly developing field; unfortunately
in the cartographic world generally, acceptance of the new
is not too readily granted. It is to be hoped that in the case
of this promising field the development of further equipment and, even more important, the active application
of both existing and projected systems to the solution
of many cartographic problems will go forward without
unnecessary difficulties being placed in their way.
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